NEW! Transfer Kit in English and Spanish for Grades K–2

Develop foundational skills and vocabulary for transfer between Spanish and English.

Comprehensive program combines explicit instruction with engaging learning activities.

- Build on students’ understanding of their native language.
- Teach them to apply what they know to a new language.
- Maximize transfer, language acquisition, and biliteracy.

**Components:**

- **Sound-Spelling Cards** teach cross-linguistic connections while maximizing transfer.
- **Picture Word Cards** bridge meaning-making, conceptual understanding, and vocabulary development.
- **ABC Lap Books** facilitate shared reading with engaging rhymes.
- **Teacher’s Handbooks** organize implementation of explicit transfer instruction.
- **Benchmark Universe** provides support online and downloadable resources.

**Routines and Strategies Cards** outline the instructional sequence used with key types of sounds and spelling.

**Developed with Silvia Dorta-Duque de Reyes, Program Author**

**COMPLETE PROGRAM WITH ONLINE ACCESS**

- 101 Sound-Spelling Cards
- 486 Picture Word Cards
- 2 ABC Lap Books
- 2 Teacher’s Handbooks
- Online access to the digital adaptation of this program, including online-only materials (1-year subscription)

TZ-XY0787 $1,211 $695 SAVE $516

**NEW! Transfer Kit in English**

**NEW! Transfer Kit in Spanish**
Sound-Spelling Cards introduce letters and phonetic elements to students, while providing helpful support to teachers.

Sound-Spelling and Picture Word Cards

Picture Word Cards make connections between images and words, with reproducible versions for student practice and reinforcement.
Engaging lap books provide a meaningful and enjoyable context for teaching letters and their sounds through shared reading.

Home Connection activity sheets extend and reinforce learning, while also encouraging parental involvement.

These reproducible sheets are downloaded from www.benchmarkuniverse.com.
Teacher’s Handbooks provide detailed instructional support for the development and transfer of knowledge and skills.

Teaching Routines & Strategies Cards suggest effective techniques, and then assessments document students’ learning.